Hello friends

A lot has happened around the world since my last newsletter dated July 1st 2010. There have been devastating floods, plane crash, ship sinking, water diseases, fires and what not! India put up a grand show and generally Indians have gained much creditability in the world.

You may read about all these in my latest newsletter, where I have also given excerpts from my previous newsletters about the predictions. In the last paragraph, you will see the predictions for October 2010.

Click on this link to read: http://ishwarastral.com/newsletter.htm
You may also click on the events link to see our latest programs, which we had recently.
God bless all.

Dr Rakesh Kumar
Chairman
ISHWAR
www.ishwarcenter.org
Hello friends,

We had a couple of events at our ISHWAR CENTER and were busy with all that. You may check out these events on our website [www.ishwarcenter.org](http://www.ishwarcenter.org). Click the “Events” link on the left hand side to see them.

Let me first revert to my earlier newsletter where I had written about the difficult month of July and August, where we could expect great floods, water related diseases, accidents, fires and terrorist threats.

Well, you would have heard about the great floods in China and Pakistan in July 2010. There was a huge disaster, and two thirds of Pakistan was flooded. After the floods, a greater concern was about the water related diseases like Dengue, Cholera, Malaria, Pneumonia, serious drinking water problems, total destruction of agricultural crops and many cities and villages which were destroyed.

Below are some excerpts from my earlier newsletters:

**Newsletter July 1st 2010:** “Next week, on July 11th, we have a total Solar eclipse coming up. The New Moon and the total Solar eclipse will create some disturbing Cosmic energies and will affect many countries around the world. There could be floods, storms, Tsunamis, and many accidents. I also see areas of green getting affected. Flora, fauna, valleys and lakes could be affected. There could be major health hazards, and viruses spreading. Most of these would be water related. There will be a dangerous situation from July 20th until September 5th.”

**Newsletter June 21st 2010:** “The earth will tremble and fires will rage in the South and the West” (America)

**Newsletter May 2nd 2010:** “For India, the time is very dangerous. There could be terrorist attacks, dangers from natural calamities, accidents of some airliner or train, and serious threat to the country itself … Luckily, there are protecting forces and the rest of the time there will be great prosperity for India. Some new political leaders will come into prominence. Looks like the country will go through some wash down, and I see some new changes coming soon.”

The news headlines from July until now were:

- * Floods ravage Pakistan’s heartland
- * Wildfire smolders in desert north of Los Angeles
- * Maximum deaths and casualties in Iraq in the month of July 2010 since the last few years.
- * Container ship crashes, tips near Mumbai Bottom of Form
- * Plane crashes in Pakistan on July 28th. - 152 people dead.
* 3.5 million Children at risk for Cholera, dysentery and other diseases caused by drinking dirty water warned the United Nations.

Also, the headlines recently were:

- India puts up a grand show in Delhi Commonwealth Games, 2010.
- India wins all time record medals in 2010 Commonwealth games.
- Indian batsman Sachin Tendulkar declared as the greatest batsman ever in the history of world Cricket. He breaks all world records.
- India gets an all time record vote of 187 out of 192 for a member in United Nations Security Council after 19 years.
- India thwarts attempts by terrorists to bomb Commonwealth games.

(By the way, Sachin Tendulkar is a very great and sincere devotee of Sri Satya Sai Baba and has been blessed by Him many times)

Now predictions for the future:

From middle of October, planets change and there will be better times and relief from many troubles. America will also see good times in the months of November and December. India will do very good economically and will prosper. Some new vehicles and other products will be introduced in India. President Barrack Obama will genuinely extend the hand of friendship to India and will want to make India as their prime ally in the East.

Those who have the Moon sign of Gemini will be under stress in personal lives and disturbed mentally and emotionally. They could also experience some ENT problems. Those with Moon sign of Leo will find it hard financially. Those with Moon sign of Virgo will undergo some major changes in life, and Sagittarius signs will see shifts and changes in their careers and homes. Those with Moon sign of Aquarius will face hardships and challenges, while Pisces will have some transformations in their lives.

I pray to God to grant wisdom and peace to everyone, and that humanity should live in righteousness. Even to experience the materialistic happiness, we need a Spiritual mind to comprehend the happiness and live in contentment.
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